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Introduction 
 

 
Dear Candidate 
 
Thank you very much for your interest 
in this important and exciting role at 
Cruse in Northern Ireland. This is a 
fantastic time to join us as we build on 
our success in delivering on our vision 
to ensure that all bereaved people 
have some-one to turn to.  
 
Our work couldn’t be more important. In 
a world that is changing around us, we 
are adapting to support even more 
bereaved people and meet new 
challenges around resourcing, 
volunteering and governance.  Our work 
to implement digital services has taken 
on new importance since the advent of 
COVID-19.   At a time of uncertainty and 
change, it’s even more important to 
ensure that the needs of bereaved 
people are not forgotten by 
policymakers, clinicians, employers and 
our communities across Northern 
Ireland. 
 
Cruse’s Director here in Northern 
Ireland will focus on ensuring we are best 
equipped to listen to the voices of 
bereaved people, to understand their 
needs and to deliver the right support to 
meet those needs.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
We have a great team in Northern 
Ireland including more than 350 
volunteers, plus staff, trained to help 
bereaved people, so you would be joining 
a truly inspiring team.  
 
We are looking for someone with great 
influencing and ambassadorial skills to 
maintain and further develop the 
excellent relationships we’ve nurtured 
with public, private and third sector 
stakeholders and funders over the years. 
In addition, you’ll be comfortable 
supporting people positively through 
change.  You will have good experience of 
volunteer and staff team leadership at 
regional or even national level, as well as 
a solid track record of securing funds and 
managing budgets.   
 
In return you’ll have the opportunity to 
lead a brilliant team, work with some 
wonderful people and play a critical 
leadership role to help adapt our services 
in Northern Ireland and beyond.  
 
We’re working with our Belfast-based 
recruitment partners, Engage, for this 
recruitment so if you’re inspired by this 
opportunity we much look forward to 
hearing from you.  
 

Steven Wibberley 

CEO
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Who we are 
 

Cruse Bereavement Care is the leading national charity for bereaved people in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. 
 
From our beginnings running clubs for widows from our founder's house in Kew in the 
1950s, Cruse Bereavement Care has grown to be a charity with an international 
reputation.  We’ve expanded to help widowers, children and eventually all bereaved 
people and have grown to a network which includes 5,000 volunteers. 
 
Over the years, we have helped bereaved people in times of crisis, such as after the 
Grenfell Fire and the Manchester Arena Bombings, and have expanded to support 
thousands of people each year. We continue to adapt to meet the needs of those who 
are grieving in a changing world. 
 
We opened our first branch in Northern Ireland in 1984. Fast forward to 2021, and 
there are six branches located throughout the region. 
 
• Southern Area 
• Omagh and Fermanagh Area 
• Northern Area 
• Belfast Area 
• Foyle Area and 
• North Down and Ards Area 
 
 
In NI there are over 350 volunteers specially trained to help people affected by 
bereavement in a professional, safe and supportive environment. 
 
Our bereavement support sessions are all free of charge, take place within a strict code 
of confidentiality and are intended to enable clients to regain some control over their 
lives.  
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What we do 
 

You can read about the wide range of activities we undertake across the UK in 
our strategy section below.   

 

More specifically in Northern Ireland, we offer emotional support to bereaved 
people through a number of channels and communities 
 
In 20/21 we helped over 1364 adults and young people in NI with bereavement 
support. Due to Covid19 this was provided by phone and zoom. As we open up we 
hope to provide more support in person too. In addition to this we are proud to have 
secured ongoing funding to deliver projects to specific communities.  
 

Youth Services 
Cruse is able to offer a safe space where anyone aged 4-18 can 
get the support they need to work through their grief in their 
own time and their own way. They will be accompanied by a 
trained and experienced volunteer who will work with them 
individually, usually over a period of 6 - 8 weekly sessions in 
one of our Cruse offices, or in their schools.  
 

Young Cruse One Day Training Courses 
Cruse offers an excellent introductory workshop called "Supporting Bereaved 
Children & Young People".  It has been designed to promote awareness of the impact 
death can have on children and young people.  

 

Prison support services 
Cruse delivers a service which supports bereaved prisoners both as they serve their 
sentence and within the community on their release. 
 
The aim of providing this support is to work towards a reduction in re-offending rates 
and to promote resettlement back into the community.  
 
The service is funded by the Northern Ireland Prison Service and it is delivered by 
trained Cruse volunteers and supervisors. 
 

Managing Bereavement in the Workplace Training 
Cruse provides a range of training courses to help employers 
support their employees. All courses can be tailored to 
organisations’ specific needs and delivered to the workforce 
on site. Courses include: Bereavement skills for managers; 
Developing a bereavement policy; Return-to-work 
interviews; and Bereavement in the workplace. 
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It increases the confidence of learners to 
work and communicate effectively with 
bereaved children and young people.  
 
Experienced Trainers introduce students to 
the theoretical base, as well as some 
practical resources and tools, for 
accompanying children through grief. 
 

Bespoke Training 
Cruse’s Training  Department provides external and in-house training for 
organisations and groups,  tailor-made to suit their needs. 
 
Bereavement Awareness Workshops are offered by professional and experienced 
Cruse Volunteers who are able to tailor the training to meet the needs and 
expectations of individual organisations whether in the public, private or the voluntary 
sector. 
 
Examples of organisations that have completed training to date include: funeral 
homes; community groups; clinics/hospitals; teaching professionals; churches; civil 
servants: and charities. 
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Our strategy
 

Our vision is that all bereaved 
people have somewhere to turn 
when someone dies.  
 
Our mission is to offer support, advice 
and information to children, young 
people and adults when someone dies 
and to enhance society’s care of 
bereaved people. In pursuit of its 
mission, the charity:  
 

• provides support to people who 
have suffered bereavement through 
a nationwide network of trained 
bereavement volunteers, the Cruse 
websites and through a national 
helpline, and  

• works to raise awareness of the 
needs of bereaved people and to 
promote their interests.  

 
In particular Cruse makes its services 
available free of charge to bereaved 
people from all parts of the community, 
and is passionate about equality and 
diversity, providing support regardless 
of their age, gender, disability, sexual 
orientation, race, ethnicity, religion or 
the circumstances in which they have 
suffered bereavement.  
 

 
 

To help bereaved people Cruse 
provides:  
 
1. one-to-one ongoing support (in 

person, telephone , video 
conference, and online)  

2. bereavement support groups  
3. e-mail support  
4. specialised children’s services  
5. the Hope Again website for children 

and young people  
6. information and literature  
7. Freephone helpline and webchat 

 
To raise awareness of the needs of 
bereaved people Cruse:  
 
1. Publishes "Bereavement Care", an 

international journal for those who 
work with bereaved people.  
 

2. Works with other voluntary 
organisations and with Government 
Departments to improve legislation 
and practice in areas which impact 
the wellbeing of bereaved people.  

 
3. Provides external training in 

bereavement support to a wide 
variety of organisations/individuals, 
for example to assist them in their 
contact with bereaved staff or 
customers.  
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Cruse’s values  
Cruse’s activities are underpinned by 
its Values. Cruse aims to be:  
 

• Responsive – we respond promptly 
and personally to individuals’ 
experience of grief and recognise there 
is no ‘normal’ or ‘right way’ to grieve.  
 
• Compassionate – we empathise with 
our clients’ feelings, care about their 
grief and work with them to alleviate  
their distress.  
 
• Respectful – we treat our staff and 
volunteers with respect, appreciate 
their contributions and value their 
diversity.  
• Supportive – we listen to bereaved 
people, learn from their experience and 
work to promote their needs.  
 

• Innovative – we take pride in our 
professionalism and aim to develop, 
promote and lead the best practice of 
bereavement care.  
 

Cruse’s strategic priorities  
Cruse consulted widely amongst 
stakeholders to inform development of 
a five year strategy for 2019-24 
entitled Bereaved People First.  
The five pillars of the strategy are: 
  
1. Support more bereaved people – in 

a way that works for them  
 

2. Build one Cruse 
 
3. Increase our profile, reach and 

influence 
 

4. Develop our people  
 

5. Build a high performing Cruse with 
increased funding  

 
Read about the progress Cruse has 
been making in delivering on its 
strategic priorities in its latest Annual 
Report. 
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How we’re organised and 
governed 
 
This role of Cruse NI Director will provide leadership to the operations, policy 
development and external partnerships needed at a nation level.  They will also 
participate at a senior level in the UK Services leadership team.  
 
The NI operation is referred to internally as the NI Hub. This structure consists of the 
NI Director, NI Hub Manager, an operational team that sit under the Hub Manager, 
and a small number of project managers who report directly into the Director. In total  
the team has around 18 people and the budget is approximately £250k a year. 
 
Key to the Hub and NI operations are the volunteers. A Hub Council is being set up to 
advise on Hub service developments. A Service Delivery Committee, run by 
volunteers, oversees operations at each of the five branches.  
 
This role is about leading change. The Hub structure is new. The Hub team will be in 
place in September 2021 and will service all branches across NI as one team.  Before, 
staff only served their own branch. You’ll work closely with the Hub Manager and 
senior volunteers in Committee roles to transition into new governance and service 
operations effectively. 

 
 

NI Director

Hub Manager

Training and 
Volunteer    

Co-ordinator 

Administrators 

Service         
Co-ordinator

Administrators

2 x Project 
managers
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Financials  
Here’s a summary of our latest annual accounts to March 2020.  This is for the national 
charity, including NI. You can click on the links below to access the three most recent 
Annual Reports.   
 

 

 
 
 
  

Cruse Annual Report March 2020 

Cruse Annual Report March 2019 

Cruse Annual Report March 2018 

https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/J0343%20Cruse_Finance_Report_2020_AW_0.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/J0343%20Cruse_Finance_Report_2020_AW_0.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/P903%20CRU%20Annual%20Report%20201819_FINAL3.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/Cruse%20Annual%20Report2017-18.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/J0343%20Cruse_Finance_Report_2020_AW_0.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/P903%20CRU%20Annual%20Report%20201819_FINAL3.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/P903%20CRU%20Annual%20Report%20201819_FINAL3.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/Cruse%20Annual%20Report2017-18.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/J0343%20Cruse_Finance_Report_2020_AW_0.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/P903%20CRU%20Annual%20Report%20201819_FINAL3.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/Cruse%20Annual%20Report2017-18.pdf
https://www.cruse.org.uk/sites/default/files/default_images/pdf/Documents-and-fact-sheets/Cruse%20Annual%20Report2017-18.pdf
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Job Description 
  

 

Job Title Director, Cruse Northern Ireland                         
Managed by Director of Services (UK) 
Direct reports Hub Manager 

Prisons Project Co-ordinator 
Other project specific posts 

Location Home based or office based  
Hours 21 hours per week (worked flexibly over the week to 

accommodate the needs of Cruse and strategic 
meeting schedules) 

Salary c£25-27k (c£42-45k pro rated) – negotiable subject to 
experience, plus 5% pension employer contribution 

                   
 

Job Purpose 
• To provide senior strategic leadership and influence across Northern Ireland at the 

highest level representing Cruse and the needs of bereaved people. 
• To provide management and guidance to the Hub Manager and other direct 

reports to ensure effective high quality delivery of bereavement support across 
Northern Ireland.  

 
Stakeholder Engagement 
• Act as strategic lead in Northern Ireland by promoting, representing, engaging, 

participating and contributing to all places of strategic influence – working at 
Government level and in partnership with cross sector partners.  

• Represent Cruse, and the wider bereavement sector on a number of Northern 
Ireland wide groups and committees 

• Providing strategic leadership in the development and implementation of Cruse 
plans and policies.  

• Engage with, and contribute, to Northern Ireland specific research and wider 
research items related to bereavement.  

• Advise the CEO, Director of Services and SLT on Northern Ireland related policy 
and practice. 

 
Strategic Promotion of Cruse           
Work with the Cruse Communications team to promote the needs of bereaved people 
and develop the profile of Cruse by: 
• Participating in and organising PR and publicity as appropriate 
• Act as a spokesperson in media enquiries 
• Represent Cruse at relevant forums, external events and meetings as appropriate 
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Delivery Oversight and Management  
• Ensure Cruse transitions into effective hub operations. Facilitate the relationship 

between current Area and Branch Chairs to work closely with Hub Manager and 
adopt new ways of working. 

• Support Hub Manager to implement changes needed to develop their operational 
effectiveness 

• Ensure the Hub is functioning effectively, identify areas needing support or are at 
substantial risk 

• As part of UK monitoring, report on top level performance of the Hub, flagging risks 
and mitigating actions.  

• Help Hub Managers to strategically develop in areas without branch support.  
• Innovate, propose solutions and help test ideas in a systematic way that improves 

ways of doing things across all hubs.  
• Work with the Cruse national services to ensure integration of client pathways are 

effective and relationships work well.  
• Conduct investigation into complaints and concerns where required 
• Manage Northern Ireland wide special projects ensuring high quality delivery and 

good funder management 
• Act as senior leader in the event of a major incident, supported by the Hub 

Manager in an operational capacity 
 
Fundraising and Income Generation 
• Work with colleagues in the Fundraising and Income Generation team to maximise 

funding opportunities across all income streams. 
• Work with Hub Manager and Fundraising and Income Generation team to develop 

and agree plans for Fundraising and Income Generation. 
• Support Hub Managers with the roll out of all Fundraising and Income Generation 

initiatives, including client donations, external training, community events and 
trusts and foundations fundraising.  

• Work with PHA and others to identify, apply for and manage Northern Ireland wide 
funding opportunities. 

• Ensure that all contracts and grants are delivered according to specification and 
reporting is delivered to time and to a high quality. 

 
Other duties  
• Undertake such other duties and tasks as may lie within the scope of this post to 

ensure the effective delivery and development of the service 
• Support national programmes of work ie EDI and Virtual Support Service  
• Provide weekend/out of hours management, including Safeguarding cover as 

required 
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Person Specification 
Education and Training 
• Educated to degree level or equivalent job-related experience   
• Qualification or equivalent experience in service management (desirable) 
 

Experience 
• Leadership of a national or regional team 
• Effective influencing with NI governmental bodies  
• Working with NI partner agencies at multiple levels 
• Managing service budgets and reporting on income 
• Securing large grants or funds 
• Management of remote teams 
• Effective engagement with volunteers and key internal stakeholders 
• Work or volunteering with bereavement and/or bereaved people (desirable) 
 

Knowledge 
• Understanding of bereavement issues, support and services (desirable) 
• Understanding of service operations  
• Understanding of national commissioning frameworks and agendas 
• Good understanding of safeguarding  
• Setting strategic plans  
• Relationships with key contacts in health and social care government policy areas 

(desirable)  
 

Skills  
• Providing leadership across a region or nation 
• Competent IT skills including use of excel and organisational databases 
• Ability to work calmly under pressure  
• Ability to work remotely and with minimal supervision 
• Ability to manage multi projects and tasks 
• Managing and proactively mitigating risks 
• Ability to establish credibility quickly  
• Managing people effectively  
• Budgeting and planning 
• Acted as media spokesperson (desirable) 
 

Personal Attributes  
• Credible written and verbal communicator 
• Persuasive effective negotiator 
• Effective people manager 
• Empathetic and warm 
• Professional approach to working relationships with volunteers, staff and clients 
• Coping in an environment where bereavement issues are under discussion 
• Ability to remain flexible and adaptable to shifting priorities  
 

Commitment  
• Commitment to Cruse Bereavement Care’s mission, visions and values  
• Commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion  
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How to apply 
Please forward a CV, maximum three A4 sides, together with a completed 
Supplementary Questions form available from www.engageexec.co.uk, ensuring you 
have included mobile, work and home telephone numbers, as well as any dates when 
you will not be available or might have difficulty with from the recruitment timetable. 
You will also be asked to submit a separate equality form (see below).  
 
The deadline is Noon on Tuesday 22 June 2021. Applications should be made by email 
to:  
 
patrick@co3.bz 
 
Contact Patrick Minne on 07792 509003 if you have any queries about the role or the 
application process.  
 
Equality Monitoring and Criminal Convictions Disclosure 
Along with the CV and Form, you will be asked to complete and return the Equal 
Opportunities Monitoring and Criminal Convictions Disclosure Form in a separate 
document.  Neither of these will be disclosed to anyone involved in shortlisting your 
application.   
 
Disability  
In accordance with the Disability Discrimination Act a person is disabled if they have, 
or have had, “a physical or mental impairment which has, or has had, a substantial and 
long term adverse effect on your ability to carry out normal day to day activities”.  
 
If you consider yourself to have a disability relevant to the position for which you are 
applying, please contact Patrick Minne so that we can process your application fairly, 
make any specific arrangements for your interview, and make any necessary 
reasonable adjustments or adaptations, or provide any aids to assist you in completing 
the duties of the post if appointed. 
 
Equal Opportunities 
Cruse is an Equal Opportunities Employer and all applications for employment are 
considered strictly on the basis of merit.  

http://www.engageexec.co.uk/
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Timeline 
 
CV, Supplementary Questions and Equality 
Monitoring and Criminal Convictions 
forms to be submitted 
 

 
Noon, Tuesday 22 June 2021 

 
First Interviews  
 

 
 Thursday 24 and Friday 25 June 2021 

 
Second Interviews (may include a seen or 
unseen task)  
 

 
Thursday 1 and Friday 2 July 2021 

 
Final Interviews 
 

 
Thursday 15 July 2021 
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Please address any enquiries relating to the 
advertised position, and your submission, to 
Cruse’s recruitment partners: 
 
Patrick Minne 
Engage Executive Talent 
 
Tel: 07792 509003 
Email: patrick@co3.bz 
 
www.engageexec.co.uk 

Enquiries unrelated to this recruitment can be 
addressed to: 
info@cruse.org.uk 
 
Cruse Northern Ireland 
028 9079 2419 
 
Cruse Bereavement Care 
PO Box 800 
Richmond  
Surrey 
TW9 1RG 
 
Registered Charity No. 208078 | A Company 
Limited by Guarantee No. 638709 (London) 
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